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ABSTRACT. The Antarc ti c Ice Sheet responds quickly to regime changes, and time lags in its fluc tuations 
a re relatively small. During the Pleistocene glac ial stages of the N orthern H emisphere, world-wide tempera
tu re reductions reduced the plast icity of the ice shee t and ma d e it thicker. The amount of thickening d ep ended 
on the conditions a t the ice base but it was small , for mech a nical and thermal reasons. Also, during the 
northern stages, a ccumulation over Antarc ti ca was probabl y less than now, but this too had little effect on the 
thickness of the ice sheet. The mass budget o f the ice sheet alone, wi thout the ice shelves, probably remained 
strongl y positive; the ice sheet proba bly existed throughout the Ple istocene and is unlikely to disappear in the 
fut u re. T he area of the ice sheet is determined chiefly by the e levation of the "grou nding line", where the 
peripheral ice cl iffs and ice shelves begin to float. Dur ing the no rthern stages, world-wide lowerings of sea-leve l 
displaced the ground ing line downwa rds a nd nor thwards, a nd a llowed the ice sheet to advance b y amounts 
which account for nearly all the evidence for p revious greater g lac iations. In summa ry, the glacial his tory of 
most ice-free a reas is governed not so much by climati c as by sea-leve l changes. T herefore, Antarctic g lacial 
fluctua tions were dependent on and in phase with those o f th e Northern H emisphere. T he field eviden ce from 
Antarc ti ca has little bea r ing on the ultima t;- causes of glacial fl uc tua tions, which m igh t however be d e termined 
by field work on the plane t Mars. 

R E ;UME. La calo tte g lac iaire de l'Antarctique rcpond rapid emel1l aux cha ngements de regime e t les 
re tards dam ses fluctuat ions sont re la ti vement fai bles. Pendant les etages glaciaires du Pleistocene dans 
I' hemispherc nord, les d iminutions de tempera ture sur le g lo b e en tier reduisirent la plasticite d e la ca lotte 
g lac iai re e t con tribuerent a I'augmentation de son cpa isseur. Cette augmentation dependait des conditions 
regnant a la base de la glace , mais d Ie ctai t fa ible pour des ra isons mecaniques e t thermiques. Auss i, dura nt 
ces g lacia tions d ans I' hemisphere nord I'accumulat ion dans l'Anta rc ti q ue eta i t p robablement m oindre que 
maintenant , mais neanmoins el le in fluencait legercmen t I'epa isseur de la calotte g laciaire. Le bilan d e m asse 
de la calo tte scu le, c 'est it d ire sans les " ice shclves", res tai t sans dou te fortement positif; la calotte g laciaire 
existait probablcmen t pendant lOut le Ple istocene ct ne menace pas de d isparai tre dans I'avenir. La superfic ie 
de la ca lolle glaciaire est principalemen t de terminee par I'alt itude dc la "grounding line" ou les fala ises d ;
glace et les "iceshelves" peripher iques commencen t a floller . P endan t ces glac ia t ions d u nord, les aba issem ents 
du niveau de la mer d t pla\cren t la "grounding line" vel'S le bas et vers le nord et permiren t a la calotte 
glaciaire d'avancer en consequence. ce qui explique la plus g ran de ex tension des glac iations anterieures plus 
importantes. En resume, I' histoi re glacia ire de la p lupart des e tend ues libres de glace est regie d avantage p ar 
Ies varia tions du niveau de la mer q ue par les variations d u c1imat. Donc les fl uctuations g laciai res de 
l'Antarctique dcpendaient de ce ll es de I' hemisphere nord et e taient en phase avec elles . Les preuves recueil
lies dans l'Antarc tique, sur le ter rain, on t une fa ible importance d ans I'expli cation des dernieres ca uses de 
Iluctll at.ions glaciair!:s. q u ' il serai t pe ll t-c tre possible de de t rminer en travai ll a n t sur la planete M a rs. 

ZUSAMM EN FASSUNG. Del' antarkt ischc Eissch ild rcagiert schn 11 a uf H allsha ltsan dcrungen ; Verzogerungen 
in se inen Schwankungen sind verha ltnism as 'ig klein. Wahrend d er Vereisungen a uf del' n6rdli chen Halbkuge l 
im P leistozan verri ngerte der wel twc ite Tcmpcra lU rrtiekgang d ie Plastizitat des Eisschildes und l iess ihn 
anwachscn. Der Belrag der Aufh6hu ng h ing von den Bed ingungen am Sockel des Eises ab, doch muss er aus 
mechanischen unci thermischen Grunder: kl ein gewesen se in . Wahrend del' E iszeiten im Norden w ar die 
Akkumu lation uber der Anta l'ktis vermutli ch geringer als hcule, aber auch dadurch wurde die Di cke des 
Eisschildcs nu r unwcscntl ich bee inH ussr. Der Masscnhaushal t des Eissch ildes a llein, ohne d ie E isschclfe . 
b lieb wahrschci nl ich stark positiv ; der Eissch ild existi crte vermut lich wahrend des ganzen Pleistozan und 
la uft kallm Cefahr. in naher Zukllnft zu verschwi nden. Die A usdehnung des E isschildes ist vor a ll em durch 
d ie H 6hen lage der "grounding linc" best imrn t, an de r d ie rand lichen Eiskliffe und -schelfe zu schwimmcn 
bcginnen . Wa hrend c1er n6rcllichen E i 'ze iten wurde die "ground ing line" d urch das weltwe ite Absin ken des 
Mcercsspiegels nach unten und nordwarts versetzt. Der Eisseh ild konnte dad ureh urn Betrage vorstossen , a uf 
d ie beinaht: a ll e Zeugnisse fur fru here g rosscre Vereisungen zu ruckzufuhren s ind . Zusammenfassend kann 
man leSIS ldlen , dass d ie glaziale Gesch ich tc del' meisten e isfreicn Gebietc m ehr von Meeresspiegel -a ls 
von Klimasc hwankungen bestimm t is!. Dcshalb waren die Sch wankungen de l' antarktischen V e rc isung 
a bha ngig von denjenigen auf der Nordha lbkugel und p haseng le ich mit ihnen . Die Ergebnisse von Feldunter
suchungen in d el' Antarktis k6nnen nur wenig zur ursachli chen Klarung \'on Gletscherschwankungen 
beitragen. Sic konnte indessen eher du rch Fcldarbciten au f dem Plancten M a rs gewonnen werden . 

1. INTRO D UCTION 

I . The problem 
Recent papers on Antarctica , particularly those of Pewe (1960), Nichols (196 I [ a] ), and 

Bull and others ( 1962 ), suggest tha t the ice cover there has fluctuated several times during 
the Pleistocene . Obviously it is important to determine the history and extent of these fluctua
tions, to decide how they were related to those of the Eurasian and North American ice sheets, 
arid to calculate the sea-level changes they produced. However, these are difficult problems to 
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solve, chiefly because of the small a rea of the ice-free land available for geological field work. 
Indeed , the best record of Antarctic glaciation may in the end be found in the oceanic sedi
ments outside the continent. 

This paper represents a glaciological approach to these problems. In Section II the present 
m ass budget and m echanics of the ice sheet are reviewed; this is a simple section but the 
information and conclusions in i t are essential to the rest of the paper. Sections Ill, IV and 
V treat theoreticall y the fluctuations produced in Antarctica by the world-wide changes of 
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Fig. I. Antarctica, showing places named ill lext 

temperature, precipitation and sea-level associated with the glacial fluctuations of the 
Northern Hemisphere. Section VI is concerned with changes unrelated to those of the 
N'orthern Hemisphere. The chief conclusion of this paper is that the greatest glacial flu ctua
tions in Anta rctica were produced by changes of sea-level; this conclusion is reached In 

Section V, and this part of the paper may be the mos t interesting one for field workers . 

2. The Ulzimporlance of lime lags 
The major glacial fluctuations in the Northern H emisphere had a periodicity of the order 

of 100,000 yr. It is shown in this paper that the major fluctuations in Antarctica had a similar 
periodicity; therefore, the warning by Roots (1952) that " the lag between climatic change and 
change in the form of the glacier may be longer than the period of climatic change itself" 
can be ignored, and the maxima and minima in the fluctua tions can be considered as steady 
states. In detail, there are three reasons for this: 
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(a) Fifty thousand years is m ore than enough time for the ice sheet to "build up" from a 
minimum to a m axim um state. The average annua l accumulation in An tarctica is a pproxi
mately 14 g./cm. 2 (m ean of 7 values quoted by W exler (196 1)); since the average thickness 
of the ice sheet is approximately 2,300 m. (Bauer , r96 r ) this could, idea lly and ignoring abla
tion, be built up even from ground level in less than 15,000 yr. In fact, in the marginal areas 
where glacial fluctuations were grea tes t, the accumulation is greater and the thick ness less 
than quoted above, ablation is small , and any adj ustment could be made in even less time. 
(The converse problem of the time taken to "ablate down" the ice sheet from a maximum to a 
minimum has been treated by various workers, e.g. Shumskiy ( 1957) for Bunger's Oasis, 
and Melior ( r959[a] ) for the area inland from Mawson. ) 
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Fig _ 2. Hegime diagmm of the ice sheet 

(b ) In practice, a g lacier does not respond to a d isturbance simp ly by building u p or 
abla ting down to a new equilibri um. T he complex m echanica l adjustment tha t probably 
occurs has been ana lyzed by Nye ( 1960), who has shown tha t a la rge-scale perturba tion of 
even the whole Anta rctic Ice Sheet should las t fo r only 5,000 yr. 

(c) According to Weer tman ( J9fi l ), the Anta rctic Ice Sheet is exempt fro m tha t 
mechanical ins tab ility which may prevent other ice sheets from ever reach ing stead y sta tes 

H . THE PRESENT A NTA R CTIC I CE COVER 

The d is tinction is emphasized between the main , grounded ice sheet of Antarctica with a 
convex profile a nd the peripheral, floating ice shelves with horizonta l profil es . The difference 
in profil es is due to a difference in stress condi tions and its importance is discussed on page r86. 

I . The mass budget 

(a) The grounded ice sheet 
Figure 2, ""hich is pa tterned on the regime diagra ms of Ahlma n n ( ' 948, fi g. 33) , illus

tra tes the mass budget of the grounded ice sheet . Gross accumula tion (precipita tion , con
densation, sublima tion , refrozen running water or "run-on", a nd the net balance of blown 
snow) and gross a bla tion (sublimation, evaporation and run-off) a re plotted against the 
d ista nce from the edge of ice sheet. A conservative view of the budget has been taken ; accumu
la tion and ablation va lues have been taken from the continent's India n O cean sector, where 
strong and persistent ka taba tic winds both reduce a ccumula tion (by blowing much snow out 
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o[ the continent) and increase ablation (by intensive sublimation and evaporation) . The 
distance from the edge o[ the ice sheet is marked in degrees oflatitude (since most of the data 
used come from the Soviet Antarctic Expedition the edge has been given the latitude o[ 
"Mirnyy" (lat. 66° 33' S.)) on a scale which contracts inland to allow for the [act that the 
area between parallels decreases as one approaches the South Pole. Because o[ the shortage 
o[ data the values illustrated have had to be taken from different parts of the Indian O cean 
sector. The ablation values near the coast are from Mawson (MelIor, 1959[b] ) and are based 
on stake measurements for three years. These values a re gross because the strong winds o[ the 
ablation zone at Mawson prevent new snow from settling, which would make the figures net 
ones only. The I ·5 g. /cm. ' value a t lat. 67° S. is an estimate by Cronk (personal communica
tion) based on a detailed analysis of three years of stake measuremen ts at "Wilkes S tation" and 
its a uxiliary station S-2 (Hollin and Cameron, 1961 ) . The I g. /cm.' value at lat. 85° S. is the 
estim a te o[ both Meinardus (reviewed by Loewe ( 1957) ) and Lister ( 1959) ; obviously there is 
a need [or more actual measurements of ablation in the interior. Gross accumulation values 
have been calculated by adding to the gross ablation curve net accumulation values from 
Shumskiy (1960) and D olgushin ( 196 1) . Probably because o[the local topography, the Russian 
figures [or the profile between the coast and lat. 68° S. (up to 85 g ./cm!) seem atypically 
high. Therefore, for the purpose o[ this paper, gross accumulation va lues north of lat. 68° S. 
have been plotted as [ollows: 

(i) A straight line has been drawn from the value at lat. 68° S. (23 g ./cm. ' net accumu lat ion 
plus I g. /cm. ' g ross ablat ion) to the value at the " firn line" (actua ll y the lower lim it of the 
superimposed ice zone) . The latter value is known because it must be equal to the gross ablation 
value, which can be obtained from the gross ab la tion curve. The firn line in this sector is here 
estimated to li e on the average 10 km. inland. 

(ii) Because of thc katabatic winds, gross accumulation (as defined a t the beginning of this 
paragraph) on the steep slopes of these last 10 km. decreases sharply. It has been assumed 
in Figure 2 that there is a linear decrease from the value at the firn line to zero at the coast. 

The simplifications involved in Figure 2 are obvious. For example, to be fu ll y useful in 
Section IV (p. 184), "the net bala nce of blown snow" should be separated into "snow blown 
in" and "snow blown out" , and the latter entered in the gross ab lation to tal. But in broad 
outline the Figu re is probably correct. The significant fea ture of i t is that the area CDE 
is roughly 50 times the area ABG. In other words, assuming a m ass budget in equilibrium, 
about 98 per cent of the accumulation on the grounded ice sheet reaches the sea, and remains 
to be ablated by it, either di rectly from the coastal ice cliffs or indirectly from the floating ice 
shelves. This conclusion agrees roughly with those of Mellor ( I 959[b] ) and Lister ( 1959); 
the former concludes that rough ly 10 per cent o[ the grounded ice sheet may be ab lated before 
it reaches the sea; the latter thinks that ablation from the grounded ice sheet is not very sig
nificant at a ll. However, the strict quantitative accuracy of Figure 2 is not important. The 
main purpose o[ the Figure and the calcu lations above is to emphasize the overwhelming 
surplus in the budget o[ the grounded ice sheet. I t appears now from both theory and m ovement 
studies tha t the Antarctic Ice Sheet is not, as it has so often been described, "s tatic" or 
"sluggish" or "passive" but is in [act highly active. Indeed, its m ean velocity a round its 
periphery o[ roughly 15,000 km . must be o[ the ord er of hundreds o[ meters per year. 

It will be noticed tha t Figure 2 does include a n abla tion zone. Such a zone is ice-covered 
only because it is supplied with ice from "up-stream " . As Avsyuk and o thers (1956) have poin
ted out, the share o[ this supply entering any pa rticular part of the ablation zone depends on 
the subglacial relief at the firn line. Relatively high parts o[ the ablation zone, especially i[ 
they are flanked by deep valleys, form the ice-free areas or " oases" such as Vest[old Hills, 
Bunger's Oasis , the Windmill Islands and the mountains o[ south Victoria Land. However, 
over most o[ the periphery of Antarctica the supply o[ ice is great and the relief subdued, so 
that little o[ the ice is lost in the ablation zone and most o[ it reaches the sea. 
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(b) Ice cl~ffs and ice shelves 
The line where the ice sheet begins to float will be referred to as " the grounding line". 

Beyond this line the surplus of ice is exposed to the ablating influences of bottom melting and 
calving. Exactly what happens to the surplus depends on the thickness and velocity with 
which it reaches the coast and on the configuration of the coast and sea bed. For roughly half its 
margin the ice sheet terminates directly in the form of ice cliffs. Over the other half it pushes 
out to sea as a floating ice shelf. Eventually, even the ice shelves are limited by calving. This 
appears to be an extremely efficient ablating process and it is doubtful whether any ice shelf 
can exist beyond the limi ts of the relatively shallow continental shelf. This point has been 
developed by Swithinbank ( 1955) , who has shown how important to ice shelves are grounding 
poin ts or anchors of rock at their seaward margins. 
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2. The profile 

(a) The grounded ice sheet 
The surface of the grounded ice sheet has a convex profile which is rough ly simi lar from 

place to place. The profi le illustrated in Figure 3 is that inland from " Mirnyy", where most 
data are available; it has been drawn, as far as possible, a long a line of maximum slope, 
using the Amer ican Geographica l Society map of Antarctica, and the Soviet map which 
accom panies an article by D olgushin (1958) . This and other profiles have been d iscussed 
by variolls authors, especiall y by Vyalov (1958) . They are discussed briefly below, in the ligh t 
of a recent paper by Nye ( 1959), whose treatment is particularly suitable for use in Sections III 
a nd IV. Nye's main conclusion is that, because the temperature of a polar ice sheet is highest 
at the base (due to geothermal and frictional heating) and because the plasticity of ice increases 
strongly with temperature, nearly a ll the " relative motion of the ice sheet , whether between 
ice and ice, or between ice and rock, is essentially concentra ted a t the bottom". On this 
assumption he establishes the following law of sliding: 

u = (TjA)m, rewritten here as u = A - lilT"' ( I ) 
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and combines this equation with the following 
ax j2 = hu (2 ) 
T = pgh (3 ) 

to obtain a genera l expl"ession for the profil e of a circular (three-dimensional ) ice sheet on a 
horizon tal base: 

h" f 1/ 01 = _______ . _ _ (R I ' I /m_ xl j I/m) 2 m -j- I A (a)l lm 
m + I pg '2 

where a = the accumul ation rate, assumed uniform over the whole sheet, x the distance 
from the cen ter of the sheet, h = the th ickness of the ice at an y point, u = the horizontal 
veloci ty (assumed uniform with depth ) of the ice a t any poin t, T = the sheal" stress at the bed, 
p = the d ensity of the ice sheet, g = the acceleration due to gravity, (/_ = the maximum 
surface slope at any point = - dh jdx (right-hand half of the ice sheet), R = the radius of the 
ice sheet, and A and m a re constants, d iscussed below. 

rn, a nalogous to the exponent n in G le n 's fl ow law (equa tion (6)) , is p ro bably 4'2 (Glen, 
1958) in the case of motion between ice a nd ice, which is probably the movement mechanism 
where the ice base is below freezing (see the theoretical discussion by 'vVeer tman ( I957[aJ) 
and field observations by Goldthwait (in press)) ; and 2 ' 5 in the case of motion between ice 
and -rock , which may be a major movement mechanism where the ice base is at the melting 
point (see Weertman's ( I 957 [a] ) sliding model) . 

A - m, assumed uniform under the wh ole sheet, is a constant which a llows fcr the condi tions 
at the bed, where motion takes place. It may be considered as a function of four other quanti
ties, Z, r, X and W, dependent on the roughness of the bed, the constitution a nd temperature 
of the ice, a nd on the wetness at th e bed. Little is known about t he effect of roughness ; it is 
perhaps important on ly when the ice is at the melting point and sliding; then it may vary 
considerabl y with position but not with time (with which this pa per is concerned) . On the 
constitution of the ice, it is likely that the application of a roughl y uniform shear stress for 
thousands of years over hundreds of kilo meters produces near the bed a faid y uniform type 
of ice. For the purpose of this paper the most important variations in , I - m are likel y to be pro
duced by changes in the temperature and wetness a t the base, and these a re discussed in 
Section Ill. 

Equation (4) may be used to discuss briefly the observed profile of FigUl"e 3. Unfor tunately 
it is impossible to compare a curve derived from the equation directly w ith that of the figure, 
since the former has to b e based on assumptions wh ich are certainly not true: that the ice base 
is horizontal, ~, X and Ware cons tan t, and the accumulation is unifo rm. H owever, whereas 
curves fo r rn = J and any reasonable va lue of R are a ll too e lliptica l and give a profile which is 
much too steep a t the edge and too Hat a t the center (Fig. 3), by putt ing rn = ~ one ca n 
obtain a parabola 

(5) 
(when d is the distance from the edge of the ice sheet, and both d and h a re expressed in meters), 
which fits a lmost exactl y the observed pro fil e as far as km . 375 (near " Pi onerskaya", Fig. 3). 
This p a rabola happens to be the profile of a perfectly plastic ice sheet with a yield stress of 
J 'O bar (Nye, 1952). That it fits so well is an a rgument for saying that m i5 relatively large, 
probably not less than 2' 5. Because it is so simple, eq uation (5) is used in Section V for the 
reconstruction of former ice profiles. (Beyond km. 375 this theoretica l parabola rises above the 
observed ice surface. This may be lower for a variety of reasons, of w hich the most likely is 
that, because m is in fact finite, the lower velocities needed near the cen ter of the ice sheet can 
be produced by lower shear stresses. MOI"eover, these lower velocities are in fact very much 
lower, because the accumula tion in the interior is so small. ) 

(b) I ce cliffs and shelves 
Turning now to the margin of the grounded ice shee t , this norma lly reaches the sea a nd 
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forms an ice cliff. The height of this cliff rarely exceeds 30 m. and it is presumably limited by 
mechanical factors (although the theory on this subject is still uncertain (Loewe, 1955)). 
Therefore, even where the ice sheet has sufficient mass to push out into deep water, the total 
thickness of its margin can rarely, once it begins to float, exceed 200 m. or so. If the supply 
from the grounded ice sheet is initially thicker than 200 m. then the cliff will, unless it is 
maintained by extremely vigorous calving, spread out into a floating ice shelf, which may 
spread seaward for any distance between a fraction of a kilometer and hundreds of kilometers. 
The thickness of ice shelves has been discussed by Robin ( 1958), who has shown that "an 
approximate equilibrium thickness is maintained at a given locality" and that this thickness 
depends on, in order of importance, horizontal forces at the edges and grounding points and 
on the local temperature and accumulation. (The horizontal forces are the reason why large 
ice shelves are actually much thicker than 200 m. in their landward parts. ) One would expect, 
from the magnitude of rn, that the thickness is only partly dependent on the amount or velocity 
of the supply from the grounded ice sheet. This supply must spread out quickly to the equili
brium thickness for the area offshore and its velocity must be transmitted to the whole shelf. 

It can be seen now that for budgetary reasons the supply of ice on the grounded ice sheet 
is normally sufficient for it to reach the grounding line, but that for mechanical reasons the 
ice sheet cannot push beyond that line without being transformed into a floating ice shelf. 
I t follows from this that the boundary of the grounded ice sheet is determined chiefl y by the 
position of the grounding line and therefore by sea-level. The implications of this are the subject 
of Section v. 

!Il. THE EFFECT OF CHANGES IN AIR TEMPERATURE 

I. The problem 

The idea tha t coo ling can thicken glaciers by making them less plastic occurs frequently 
in glacial geological writ ings (on Antarctica see Nolke (1932 )) , although it has received little 
quantitative atten tion. Also, n :cent laboratory experiments have established quite clearly an 
effect of temperature on ice flow. Glen ( 1955) expresses this effect in the followin g flow law: 

€ = B exp ( - Qj RT )an
, (6) 

where € = the flow rate, a = the applied stress, R = the gas constant, T = the absolute 
temperature, and E, 1Z and Q a re constants. Q is an activation energy. Assuming a constant 
stress, and for Q a value of 16 kca l. /mole (Butkovich and Landauer, 1958), a cooling from say 
- 3° C. to - 9° C. reduces the flow rate of ice by a factor of roughly 2. Obviously it is impor
tant to establish whether or not sllch changes of flow rate are paralleled in glaciers by changes 
of thickness. The argument of this section is as fo llows. A probable chronology and amplitude 
for Pl eistocene air temperature changes in Antarctica a re established. I t is argued that these 
changes were carried to the base of the ice sheet, where they changed its sliding velocity and 
hence its thi ckness . However, thei r total effec t on ice thi ckness turns out to have been small. 

2. The changes 

(a) Their chronology 
Consider first in what direction the temperature changed in Antarctica during the glacial 

flu ctua tions of the Northern Hemisphere. The theoretical answer to this problem depends 
partly on the unknown causes of Pl eistocene temperature flu ctuations . If these causes affected 
the whole world evenl y then Antarctic flu ctuations were probably in phase with those of the 
Northern Hemisphere. If the causes were localized in the Northern Hemisphere, as in the 
theory of Ewing and Donn ( 1956), Antarctic fluctuations were again probably in phase, 
though perhaps diluted. On the other hand, according to l\1ilankovitch's well-known theory 
(reviewed by Flint ([1957], p. 508)) the causes of the fluctuations were not in phase in different 
hemispheres. However, wherever the .causes of climatic change are localized, the atmospheric 
circulation works to spread their effects fairly uniformly over the whole globe; and Simpson 
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(1940), for example, has argued that because of this the temperature fluctuations of different 
hemispheres are forced to be in phase. 

This theoretical argument is supported now by a large amount of field evidence . In New 
Zealand, radiocarhon dating of the Otira Glaciation suggests that this was con temporary with 
the northern Wiirm (Weichsel, Wisconsin ) Glaciation (Gage, 1961 ) . In Antarctica itself four 
types of evidence suggest that a twentieth century warming there has paralleled that in the 
Northern Hemisphere. 

(i) As part of the I.G.Y. program numerous snow pits and cores were dug and drilled in 
Antarctica, and these have yielded information on the climate for several hundred years past. 
Most of these investigations are still in progress; however, Giovinetto ( lg60[b 1) has reported 
at the South Pole thicker crusts which suggest warmer summers in the last 50 yr., and Cameron 
(personal communication) has reported at S-2, "Wilkes Station", th ickened ice layers which 
may suggest the same. 

(ii ) Melior (1960) has shown that a recent climatic warming provides the best explanation 
of a downward decrease of temperature measured in the upper 40 m. of the ice sheet south of 
Mawson. 

(iii ) In the same paper Melior discusses air temperature changes actually measured by the 
Antarctic expeditions of the twentieth century. A similar discussion has been published by 
Wexler (1959). Both suggest a warming. 

(iv) A recent thinning of the Antarctic Ice Sheet has been reported from at least three 
places : by Hollin and Cameron (1961 ) (snow patches at " Wilkes Station" ), by Yoshikawa and 
Toya ( 1957) (snow patches at "Syowa" ) and by Shumskiy ( 1959) (the ice sheet at Gaussberg). 
In the case of Gaussberg the thinning was determined by comparison with the records of the 
German South Polar Expedition of 1901 - 03, so that part at least of the thinning is definitely 
of this century. 

(b) Their amplitude 
The biggest temperature changes during the Pleistocene occurred in the neighborhood 

of the fluctuating ice sheets of Eurasia and North America, but away from these most evidence 
suggests that the temperature drop was smaller and roughly uniform. A survey of the problem 
by Flint (1957) suggests a world-wiqe drop of the order of 6° to 8° C. In the Southern Hemi
sphere, Willett (1950) has suggested that New Zealand at the Pleistocene temperature mini
mum was 6° C. colder than today. As for Antarctica itself, from Sections IV (p. 184) and V 
of this paper, the general configuration of the ice sheet there is fairly stable. It is probable, the" e
fore, that the temperature drop there also may have been of the order of 6° C ., and perhaps 
less than that in the center of the continent. 

3. The effect of the changes 

(a) Their efIect 011 ice temperalum 
The velocity of a cold ice sheet, and therefore its thickness, is depcndent on the tempera

ture of its lowest layers (Nye, (959). Therefore, consider how a drop of 6° C. at the surface 
of the Antarctic Ice Sheet would have affected its base. If the ice sheet were completely static, 
the vertical temperature profile in it wou ld depend simply on the mean ai, temperature, the 
thermal diffusivity of ice and the geothermal heat flux, and would he linear. Pleistocene fluc
tuations of the mean air temperature would have been superposed on this profile in accordance 
with the equation for periodic heat flow: 

7, = To exp ( - DY7TjLJP ) (7) 
If, in this equation, To, the range (amplitude X 2) at the surface, is 6° c.; D, the distance 
below the surface, is 4,000 m.; .:1, the thermal diffusivity of glacial ice, is 15 X 10 - 3 cm.> jsec. 
(Cameron and Bull, (961 ) and P, the period, is 100,000 yr., then 7,., the range at the base, is 
negligible. In other words, the base of a static ice sheet would have been effectively insulated 
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from the temperature changes at the surface. * In practice, however, the Antarctic Ice Sheet 
is not static, and the temperature distribution in it is modified by the downward and outward 
movement of the cold surface snow and by frictional heat generated near the base. The effects 
of these " movement" factors have been considered by Robin ( 1955). In the context of this 
paper, which is concerned with temperature changes, it is clear that the downward movement of 
snow and ice must provide a cooling mechanism much more effective than the simple conduc
tion evaluated above . A mathematical treatment of this movement cooling might be difficult ; 
however, it follows from the argument on page 175 that each of the major Pleistocene tempera
ture fluctuations lasted long enough for ice equal in volume to the ice sheet to have circulated 
through it several times over; therefore , it seems probable that movement cooling must have 
been able to transfer the 6° C. coo ling of the surface to the major part of the ice base. The most 
vigorous circula tion must have been through the upper and outer parts of the ice sheet but 
simple conduction must have completed the transfer through its long-traveled lowest layers . 

Robin's paper suggests one interesting reserva tion at this point. Robin showed that the 
sm a ller the accumulation is on an ice sheet then the smaller is the movement of cold into it 
and the grea ter the temperature difference that the geothermal flux can sustain between the 
base and the surface. For example, a n ice sheet 3,000 m. thick " 'ith a n accumulati on of onl\-
4 g ./cm! yr. should be 100 C. warmer a t the base than one \\'ith twice that accumulation . It 
will be seen in Section IV that one possible result of a drop in air temperature might ha\'e been 
a drop in accumu la tion . In such a case the atmospheric cooling might have been completeh' 
offset by a decrease in the movement cooling. 

(b) Their eflect olll'eloci!y and thickness .' the general case 
\t\'ith the reservation above, it appears that the grea ter pa rt of the ire sheet ,,'as proba bly 

cooled by approximatel v 60 C. during each Pleistocene glacial stage in the ::\orthern H emi 
sphere. These coolings must have caused at the ice base changes of tem perature or \,'etness. 
which in turn must have produced changes in the \'alue of ,-I - m (see p. 177 . It is no\,' possible 
to proceed immediately to the main point of this sec tion : that these changes ha \'e o nly a smal l 
effect on ice thickness. From equation (4) 

!i , '- lnJ ' z, l 
o r h z \ .,1- '" - I lm - I 8 · 

i. e. h varies with only the minus one-ninth po\\'er of ,-I '" in the case of a frozen base see p, 1;8 
a nd the minus one-sixt h po\\'er in the case of a melting base,t This remit deser\'es .1 fuller 
explanation, If the ice at the base is cooled it becomes less plastic and the veloci tv of the ice 
sheet is reduced, To maintain the \'eloc it\, needed to d ispose of the accumulation an increased 
shear stress is required, H o\\'e\'er . si ncc the veloc ity is dependent o n a hiS-h po"'er of the shear 
stress, this increase need not be large, \loreove r. an increase in the ,hear stres, in\'oh-cs an 
increase in thickness : am' given column or the ice sheet contains 111l1re material. and conse
qucntly the velocit\' need not be maintained at it , origi n ~ll \'alue, 

(c) Thl'ir 1'/ji-rI 0 11 ,'l'loril)' IIl1d IhidlldS.' Ih<' , llIt llr<,li<, h <' Sho'! 

Equations ( ,~ J and \il l imph' th.lt , I m i~ uniform under the "h"l(' ice ,heet. ~1nd t h ,lt " ht'n 
this constant changes it challgc~ e\'en\\'here l)\' the same amoun t. I n pra" tice " I - r, is Ill'l lllli 

(wm and during the Pleistoccne it m\1~t have changed \1\' ditferent aml)Ul1lS in dit'fcrc J1{ P;Ul, 
of the ice shcet. To detC1'mine these :1mpun" and lh('ir ;h'tU.Jl etfect, ,) 11 ill' thickn<-""s, k t ll' 

lit'st imagine tllnT dilrerent ice sheets. each uniform ;It the \1;l:'e . hut e.h'h (h:'1ingu i:,hc' c1 l' \ ;1 

dilkrcnt type of base, 

• :\. P. Cr;l.I-Y UH'rSllll:li ClltlllllUnicllillll \ ha:, p(, intcd. ~ ll1t that P lci:'lIll"cl1C [Clllpcr.lIurc Ihh·il : .1 ~ i \'n ~ :"! ... ~\' \,,< 
ha\'c bcell (1i" step ra ther Ihan W;},'C 1()l"tl1: Ill l Wt'\'{T. thi~ does Ill)t :ltfcCl the ~U~l!n lCt1! \,f ti~i :, t'.l~'Cr. 

t .,",jllt' \' this paper \\;\S \\Tittt'll a !'llllH'wll.lt :o.illlibr result ha .. , hCI'1l puhli:'.h(y\ b\" l"L\C(cli 1~)6: : the [ !"C.~: : :".;:': .. : 

~lht)\"(, IT1l1;lill~ IlHn-(' ~\lil ahl c t\)r t hi~ paper. 
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(i) Ice sheet J. Imagine an ice sheet 'with its base currently below the freezing point. A 
cooling of 60 C. at the surface would cool the base by the same amount. In this ice sheet 
movement is purely by creep (see p. 178) . It can be seen from equation (6) that a cooling of 
6° C. would reduce the creep rate by a factor of roughly 2, and, by analogy with equation 
( I), this would act as a reduction in A - rn. Since the thickness of ice sheet 1 would be dependent 
on the minus one-ninth power of A - m, it would increase by a factor of (t ) - ' /9, i.e. I' 08. This 
result is of general interest ; it implies that the thickness of any ice sheet which is frozen to its 
base is very insensitive to temperature changes, particularly in view of the thermal restraints 
discussed on page 183. 

(ii) Ice sheet 2. Imagine an ice sheet with its base currently a t the melting point and 
with a small heat surplus available for basal melting. A cooling of 6° C. at the surface would 
freeze the base and cool it to between 0° and _ 6° C . Now, the mechanical behavior of ice 
close to the freezing point is not well known, and it is necessary to draw on a purely theoretical 
treatmen t by Steinemann (1958) . (Steinemann's treatment concerns the reverse case to ours: 
a change from freezing to melting. ) He argues that up to the melting point a temperature 
dependence of the Glen type applies (equation (6)) . As soon as the melting point is reached 
additional heating by strain-work produces an increased soaking of the ice . In the case of a 
glacier the bottom 1 m . or so fills with water up to a volume fraction of o' 15, at which point 
the water-filled pores interconnect a nd further melt water is pressed out and flows as free melt 
water. This soaking of the ice is accompanied, according to Steinemann, by an increase in 
plasticity much greater than that caused by any reasonable temperature changes below the 
melting point. He calculates, for example, for a shear stress of I . 0 bar, that the "wet" strain 
rate of "warm" ice is 15 times greater than the "d ry" strain rate. Also, as the melting 
point is reached, movement mechanisms other than pure creep may develop , The "sliding" 
suggestion by Weertman (1957[a) ) may be such a m echanism. It is difficult to predict how 
such m echanisms would affect the factor of I 5 given above, but they are likely to increase it. 
Thus, in ice sheet 2 , a cooling would reduce A- m at least '5 times, and this would produce, 
from equation (8), an increase in ice thickness by at least 1·6 times . This is a large increase, 
but there is some field evidence that changes of this magnitude would occur. An increase of 
thickness by a factor of I ·6 involves an increase in surface slope by I ·6 and an increase in the 
basal shear stress by 2·6. Several workers have pointed out tha t shear stress differences of this 
order are probably associated with temperature or wetness differences at the ice base. 

(iii) Ice sheet 3. Imagine an ice sheet with its base' currently at the melting point, with a 
large heat surplus available for basal melting. A cooling of 6° C. at the surface would merely 
reduce the amount of melt water produced. This might affect the velocity of the ice. How
ever, once a warm ice base reaches the stage where water is being pressed out of it, then both 
creep and sliding mechanisms m ay have reached their maximum efficiency. Further m elt 
water may only be squeezed out into a basal film, or, more probably, into subglacial channels. 
It is unlikely that these have any further "lubricating" effec t. However, even if this assumption 
here is incorrect and wetness changes do produce velocity changes, these would still affect th ~ 
thickness only to the minus one-sixth or so power. 

(iv) The Antarctic Ice Sheet . In summary, the base of the Antarctic Ice Sheet is proba bly 
divided into "patches" of three types, corresponding to the three imaginary ice sheets dis
cussed above. The thickness changes in patches of types I and 3 were probably small , but in 
patches of type 2 they m ay have been large. Therefore , it is unfortunate that the geographical 
distribution and area of these patches a re largely unknown, and a re likely to remain so until 
a great deal of drilling and calculation have been carried out. For the purpose of calculating 
a Wiirm volume change for Section VII it has been assumed , which is probably reasonable, 
that pa tches of type 2 are scattereu over a total of one-third of the ice sheet; but that only half 
of these patches would in practice be frozen by a cooling- this is because of the thermal 
restraints discussed be low. 
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-t. Thermal restraints on thickness changes 

The effect of temperature changes on the thickness of the ice sheet is further restrained by 
an interesting thermal mechanism. The temperature gradient in the atmosphere above the 
Antarctic Ice Sheet is roughly 10 C./ 100 m., but the geothermal heat gradient at the base of 
the ice sheet is roughly 10 C ./50 m. (10 C' /54 m. using for the flux the continenta l mean of 
I' 23 X 10- 6 cal. /cm.' sec. (Jacobs and others, 1959, p. 102) and for the thermal conductivity 
of glacial ice, assumed independent of pressure, 6·6 X 10- 3 cal. /sec. cm.o C. (Cameron and 
Bull, 196 1)). Consequently, whatever the cooling by climatic change, and whatever the 
additional chilling due to the increased height of the ice sheet a fter thickening, these must 
soon be offset by the geothermal heat flow. Consider an assumed static part of the ice sheet 
2,000 m . thick with a surface temperature of - 41 0 C. and a basal temperature consequently 
ra ised by geothermal heat to - 10 C. Let. the surface and base be cooled by 60 C. and the ice 
sheet consequently thicken. Whatever the thickening due to m echanical causes, the ice sheet 
is in any case limited to a thickness of 2,600 m.; its surface temperature will then be - 41 0 
_ 60 (cooling) _ 60 (chilling due to increased height) = - 53 0 C., which will be raised by the 
geotherma l gradient (10 C. /50 m . for 2,600 m .) back to the o riginal 10 C. at the base. In 
practice, moreover, since the ice sheet is not static, the chilling due to the inc rease of height 
may not be as great as the a tmospheric gradient suggests, if the increase is associated with less 
water vapor, less accumulation and less "movemen t" cooling (see R obin 's theory on page 181 ). 

In summary, thickness changes due to temperature changes are limited (i) by mechanical 
factors, in pa rticular by the rela tively high value of rn, and (ii ) by the thermal fac tors dis
cussed above. Since, in practice, these factors work together, their limi ting effect must be 
considerable . 

IV. THE EFFECT OF CHANGES IN T H E MASS B UDGET 

The most familiar causes of glacia l fluctuations a re changes in the amount of accumulation 
and a blation , and this section is concerned with the effect of these in Antarctica . It appears 
that , however la rge the changes were, their effect was probably small. 

I . The changes 

It was argued in Section III tha t the primary climatic changes in An tarctica during the 
Pleistocene were a ir temperature reductions contemporaneous with those in the Northern 
H emisphere. These must havc reduced thc a lready small amount of abla tion by sublimation , 
evaporation and run-off. Since the grounded ice sheet li es ch iefl y in the accumulation zone 
today, the most important changes were p robably those of accumulation. 

(a ) Meteorological arguments 
The first effects of a cooling were probably a reduction in the amount of water vapor that 

the air above Antarctica could hold and a consequent reduct ion in accumulation. Of other 
possible effects, the most important must have been caused by cha nges in the vigor and pa ttern 
or the a tmospheric circulation. Possibl y the cooling reduced the vigor but, since the genera l 
configura tion of the ice sheet is fair ly stable (see p . 184 and 192 ), the pattern probably changed 
little. An a na lysis of all these effects was mad e in 1928 by Meinardus (reviewed by Simpson 
( 1940)) , whose calculations should be re-examined in the light of the now greatly increased 
meteorologica l data from Antarct ica. For the reasons discussed on page 186, M eina rdus was 
interested in the effect on accumula tion of a warming of Antarctica. He found that an increase 
of tempera ture by 50 C. and of the wind velocity by 24 per cent would have combined to 
increase the outflow of ice by a factor of 2. One migh t expect then tha t a cooling by 60 C. 
with no major change in the wi nd would have reduced accumulation but by a factor of less 
than 2. A more precise result is not needed for this paper. 
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(b ) Field evidence 
Such as it is, the field evidence confirms this result. The pit and core studies mentioned on 

page 180 have provided records of the accumulation in Antarctica for the last several hundred 
years. From that section, Antarctic temperatures during this period have probably risen 
by the order of 10 C., from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries climax of the Little I ce 
Age to the relative warmth of the twentieth century. How.ever, no comparable increase in 
accumulation seems to have occurred. At "Wilkes Station" (S-2) there has been no major 
change in the accumulation since A.D. 1783 (Cameron and others, 1959) . At the South Pole 
there has been no major change since A.D. 1530, apart from a minor twentieth century 
increase w.ith a maximum in the 1920'S (Giovinetto, 1960[a] , Cb] ) . (This increase correlates 
well with one recorded at "South Ice" (Lister, 1959), which Lamb ( 1959) thinks may be 
rela ted to a world-wide intensification of the circulation. ) At "Byrd Station" the accumulation 
has actually decreased very slightly since A .D. 1547 (Bender and Cow, 1961 ) . 

2. The effect of the changes 
(a) The effect in the "oases" 
If ever the Pleistocene values of ablation and accumula tion a re determined more precisely , 

it will be useful to plot them as additional curves on Figure 2. Meanwhile, it seems from 
Figure 2 that, even after a two-fold decrease in accumulation, the total budget of the grounded 
ice sheet would have remained strongly positive, and that the greater part of the accumulation 
inland would have continued to reach the sea. There may have remained, in the higher parts 
of a narrow ablation zone, some small ice-free areas like those of today, where the boundary 
of the ice sheet may have changed slightly in response to the changes in ablation and accumu
lation. However, even if these changes were determined it would be very difficult to calculate 
the new boundary, for the following reasons. The effect of the ablation change might be 
assessed fairly accurately. The "accumulation" changes in the "oases" depend not only on the 
precipitation but also on what enters them as ice flow. To calculate the change in ice flow 
would require both a knowledge of the changed accumulation in the interior and an almost 
impossibly accurate knowledge of the subglacial relief there. Therefore, it will be even more 
difficult to reverse this procedure and to deduce from glacial geological evidence in the 
"oases" what were the changes in climate. Moreover, as will be seen in Section V, the limits 
of the ice sheet in the "oases" are in most cases practically independent of direct climatic con
trol. 

(b) The 4fect on the area and volume of the ice cover 
It was noted on page 179 that, no matter what the supply of ice is on the grounded ice sheet, 

its limits (outside the few "oases") and therefore its area can be changed only by changes in 
sea-level. Also, from page 177, the peripheral ice shelves are unlikely to spread beyond the con
tinental shelf. Concerning the volume of the ice, although it was decided above tha t accumu
lation on the ice sheet may have been reduced by as much as a factor of 2, this does not mean 
that its thickness and volume were changed by a similar factor. As with temperature changes, 
the effect of (uniform) accumulation changes on the volume of the ice sheet can be estimated 
from equation (4), from which 

(9) 

a dependence suggested earlier by Nye (1959) . Assuming m = 2·5, a reduction of accumula
tion by 2 would have reduced the ice sheet only to (1/2) ' /6, i.e . to 90 per cent of its original 
height. Some of this reduction might have been offset by an increase in precipitation on the 
center of the ice sheet as it dropped towards the new level. 

(c) Summary 
When the Antarctic Ice Sheet first formed cannot be discussed in this paper; this question 

may be solved by oceanographic work. Some authors appear to favor a Tertiary rather than 
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a Pleistocene beginning. However, it is probable from the discussion on page 176 and above 
tha t once the ice sheet was form ed it was never a fterwards ablated away, a t leas t by a ny of the 
cl ima tic conditions of the Pleistocene. Also, it seem s unlikely to be a bla ted away in the fore
seea ble fu ture. I t m ay be a rgued that conditions were periodically su ffic ient to ablate away the 
northern ice sheets ; but those ice sheets ended chiefly on land, and the ablation at their edges 
must have been considerable, even as they grew. But in An tarctica there is no such in tense 
abla tion ; as has been seen, onl y the surrounding sea is effect ive in this respect. 

3. Contemporary alld silort term fluctuations 

(a) Although it seems likely, it m ust not be assum ed too soon tha t Antarctica is currently 
in a steady glacial or interglacia l state. If the ice cover is still changing towards a steady sta te, 
the best evidence fo r this may li e in the a reas of m aximum ablation , wh ich are the seaward 
ends of the ice shelves. Now, the Amer ican Geogra phical Society map of Anta rctica shows 
tha t the fronta l positions of the R oss and Fi lchner I ce Shelves have fluctua ted considerably 
since they were fi rst recorded. Since, as suggested by Swithinbank ( 1955), the genera l outline 
of these ice shelves suggests a stable position between rock a nchors, it is likely tha t their 
fluc tua tions have been essent ially ra ndom , in fluenced perhaps by such factors as tsunamis. 
In other parts o f Anta rctica, however , some ice shelves and ice cl iffs do appear to be re treating 
and it is di ffi cult to show tha t this retreat will not continue un til the whole of Antarctica whose 
bedrock is below sea-level, e.g. a large part of W est Anta rctica, is covered only by ice shelves 
or sea ice; and not , as a t presen t, by an ice sheet which is grounded onl y because of " horizontal 
fo rces" of the R obin type (see p. 179) . I t is unlikely tha t such a retreat is going to occur but the 
possibility that it has occurred in the past warrants a sea rch, in areas such as the west side of the 
R oss I ce Shelf, for such evidence of a previous m ar ine environment as wind-blown pectinids 
01' the remains ofl a rge bird colonies. 

(b) Another a rgument for con tem porary cha nge has been put forward by Wexler ( 1960) , 
w ho has suggested tha t the ice thickness in West Anta rctica may be increasing as a resu lt of a 
change in the a tmospheric circulation pa ttern. In support of th is suggestion it must be a dmitted 
tha t the surface of the ice sheet in W est Antarctica is unusua lly low. For example, " Byrd 
Sta tion" , severa l hundred kilometers from the R oss Sea, is only 1,500 m. above sea-level ; 
from the east Anta rctic profil e of F igure 4 one would expect its elevation to be twice that. 
Basal shear stresses in W est An tarc tica (0 ' 4 bar) (Bentley, 196 1) a re much lower than those 
apparently needed to dispose of the accumula tion in East Antarctica . H owever, in view of the 
evidence given on pages J 75 a nd 176 and of the vigorous ice stream s reported from W est 
Anta rctica, the author is relucta nt to a ccept the idea of a build-up there. C learl y the elevations 
and shear stresses in W est An ta rctica d eserve a more ca reful study. Unfortunately, this cannot 
be undertaken here. Note tha t , if the ice thicknesses ra ther than the ice elevations in W est 
.-\ntarctica are considered (see the eleva tion a nd thickness maps in Ben tley and O stenso 
(196 1)) , then the disagreement w ith east Antarctic values is not so m arked . 

(c) A fi nal a rgumen t for contempora ry cha nge is represented by the apparent sUl'plus in 
the mass budget of Anta rctica . M elior ( 1959[b] ) concludes tha t accumula tion on the ice sheet 
and shelves together may currently be twice as great as the abla tion from them. Now, it seems 
fi 'om page 184 tha t accumulation in Antarctica has been fa irly consta nt since A.D. 1530. 
Since, in the Northern Hemisphere a t least, the years since then have included extremes of 
climate a lmost as great as any in the last 10,000 yr., it is possible tha t accumulation in Anta rc
tica has been fa irly constant for that period also. Clea rly any a ppreciable build-up of the ice 
sheet cannot have been susta ined for even a fraction of that time (which exceeds N ye's res
ponse time; see p. 175) without leaving any glacia l geological, isosta tic (see Section V ) or 
eustatic evidence (Wexler , 1961 ) . Therefore, if a bui ld-up is in fact taking place, the most 
probable explana tion of it lies in some short-term cyclic mechanism such as Robin (1955) 
has suggested for Greenland. The particular thermal m echanism which Robin has suggested 
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is unlikely to be operating in Antarctica; since most of the outlet glaciers there must already be 
melting at their bases, it is unlikely that the base of the whole ice sheet is rising in phase to a 
temperature which will trigger the release of a surplus. Also, it is unlikely that a build-up can 
be explained by the instability described by Weertman (1961 ). However, the problem of the 
mass surplus remains and there is clearly a need for more data to determine if this surplus is 
real. 

V. THE EFFECT OF E USTATIC AND I SOSTATIC CHANGES 

[. The paradox of Antarctic glaciation viewed in terms oJ the mass budget 
It was argued in Sections III and IV that the colder periods in the Pleistocene were con

temporaneous in the Northern Hemisphere and Antarctica, and associated in the latter with 
reduced accumulation. Since ablation on the ice sheet of Antarctica is relatively unimportant 
(p. 176), it seems that this reduced accumulation should have resulted in a less extensive glacia
tion. If this was the case, the glacial fluctuations of the Northern Hemisphere and Antarctica 
were out of phase. However, the field evidence of striae, erratics and raised beaches suggests 
that Antarctica is currently experiencing a glacial minimum in phase w ith that of the Northern 
Hemisphere. 

This paradox has been a subject of discussion ever since it was noted by Scott ( [905). The 
numerous attempts that have been made to resolve it have been summarized by Charlesworth 
(195 7, p. 64[)· Some authors, e.g. Nordenskjold (1909), have maintained tha t, at least in some 
areas, ablatipn changes were great enough to offset accumulation changes; however, this is 
unlikely to have been the case in the usual Antarctic situation, where a narrow ablation zone 
is traversed by ice draining a very large accumulation area. The solution suggested by Scott 
was that the previous greater ice cover of Antarctica was produced by greater accumulation, 
which could have been produced only by higher air temperatures. Authors from Bruckner 
(1913) to Ewing and Donn (1958) have suggested that these higher air temperatures were 
associated either with northern interglacials or with the northern Climatic Optimum. 
Simpson ( [ 940) and others have inferred from Scott's solution that greater glaciation every
where in the world was associated with higher air temperatures . 

It is this author's opinion that the correct solution of this problem was first outlined by 
Penck (1928), who argued that the sea forms the budgetary and mechanical limit of the 
Antarctic Ice Sheet and that when the world-wide sea-level was lowered during the Pleistocene 
the ice sheet consequently advanced by an amount which accounts for nearly all the evidence 
of a more extensive glaciation. The modern budgetary and mechanical data summarized in 
Section Il make Penck's solution wholly convincing. Temperature and mass budget changes 
were of some importance, particularly in the cases of the Antarctic Peninsula and of isolated 
glaciers, but for the Antarctic Ice Sheet as a whole the major flu ctuations were associated with 
flu ctuations of sea-level. 

2. The effect if changes rif sea-level 
To understand the nature of a glacial fluctuation caused by one of sea-level it must be 

remembered that, whereas a floating ice shelf is horizontal, a grounded ice sheet is always 
convex with a profile similar to that of Figure 3. Consider then the effect of a lowering of 
sea-level on, for example, the eastern half of the Ross Ice Shelf, where the elevations of the ice 
surface, ice base and sea floor were determined by the U.S. LG.Y. traverse of 1957-58. 
(These elevations are marked on the American Geographical Society map of Antarctica. ) 
The current grounding line of the shelf is at roughly lat. 85 0 S. The depth of water beneath 
it increases only slowly northwards and, if the level of the water were to be lowered 150 m. , 
this would advance the grounding line 550 km. to roughly lar. 80 0 S. Once the ice in this 
area was resting not on a relatively friction less sea but on a rough rock bed, it would be 
unable to move forward until it became much thicker and developed a basal shear stress of the 
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-order of I . 0 bar. Accumulation on the old shelf would pile up until a convex profile similar to 
that of Figure 3 was reached; the configuration of this area of Antarctica would be changed 
completely. 

Such a fluctuation of the ice sheet is illustrated in Figure 4, which is a modification of a 
similar figure in a paper by Voronov (1960) . In this important paper Voronov attempts to 
reconstruct the ice sheet a t its greatest extent. It appears that he envisages a lowering of 
~ea-Ievel by 300- 500 m. and a consequent ice advance averaging 190 km. He shows how such 
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Fig. 4. Extension of the ice sheet by a sea-level drop of 1,50 m. 

a n advance could account for the frequently postulated moraines on the continental shelf, and 
argues that it would have locked up in Antarctica an additional 12 X 106 km.3 of ice, enough 
to lower the world-wide sea-level a further 30 m. The chief differences between Voronov's 
figure and Figure 4 are that in the latter (a ) the particular case of the ice shelves is illustrated 
(the similar advance in the case of ice cliffs can be easily envisaged), (b) smaller values for the 
lowering and advance are used, and (c) the two profiles are drawn according to equation (5 ). 
To facilitate drawing the figure, h has been taken as the height above sea-level rather than 
above the rock floor. 

3· The amplitude if the changes 

(a) Eustatic and isostatic changes 
A study of world-wide sea-level changes has been published recently by Fairbridge (196 I) . 

It appears from this that the sea-level in the past is unlikely to have been more than 100 m. 
(possibly 150 m.; see below) below that in the present, at least since the Cretaceous. If this is so , 
then Voronov's apparent lowering of 300- 500 m., ifit occurred, cannot be explain'ed eustati
cally but only isostatically in terms of a relatively higher continental edge. Such might have 
been the situation at the climax of the first glaciation of the continent, perhaps for a few 
thousand years until the continental shelf sank under the weight of ice to the low level it has 
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mainta ined probably ever since. Once the continenta l shelf sank to this level the subsequent 
position of the ground ing line was presuma bly governed by sea-levels which apparentl y 
oscillated d uring the Pleistocene between highs in the nor thern interglacials and lows in thc 
glacia ls. According to Fairbr idge the lows became progressively lower un til that in the WUrm. 
R ecent evidence by Ewing a nd others ( 1960) suggests that this Wllrm depression was rough ly 
150 m ., and this va lue is used in F igure 4 and on page 18g. 

(b) Relative change by ice shelf thickelli1lg 
An add itiona l rela tive lower ing of sea-level m ay have been produced by a t hickening or 

the ice shelves as a result of the lower temperatures associa ted wi th the northern glacia l 
stages. This thickening can be investigated q uan titatively. \Veertman ( I 957 [b 1 )has established 
the following equa tion for the creep ra te, K, of an ice shelf fi-ee to expand a long the ver tica l 
a nd one hor izontal axis: 

H 

K = (t plgH2)" ( I - PIiPw)"/ (fA dy r 
o 

(10) 

where PI and PII" a re the densi ti cs of ice and sea-water, g is the acceleration d ue to gravity, 
H is the thickness of thc shelf, and Il is probably 4.2 (see p. 178 ) . A is a consta nt ana logous 
to that on page 178 and m ay, from there and from ertua tion (6 ), be considercd as the product 
of a constitution constant a nd a tempera ture consta nt exp(Qj R Tn ). 

For K substitute a/H, wh ere a is the accum ula tion ra te. Equa tion ( 10) can then be solved 
for H in terms of T or , for in terest, a. The integra l is awkward ; A depends on T , but T is 
hard to estima te (and is a ffected , incidentall y, by a, by the R obin movement effect) and its 
distribution is dependen t on the unknown H . H owever, consider temporaril y the unreal case 
of a hom ogeneous, isotherm a l ice shelL I n that case the integra l reduces to AH , a nd the follow
ing solutions a re obtained : 

H a:. a' /(" · ' ) (11 ) 
H x A"/(" T , I = a constant X exp{Q/RT(n -r- l )} (12 ) 

I f equa tion ( 12 ) is evalua ted for isothermal shelves a t 0° and - 30° C., H changes by only C' . 

Since the tempera ture spreads in modern ice shelves (and presumably in Pleistocene ones) 
a re only a fraction of the above (for example, a ll shelves have approxima tel y the same bottom 
tempera ture) , it is clear tha t their thicknesses cannot be stron gly d ependent on tempera ture. 

As a m a tter of interest this resul t draws a ttention to the problem of why, for example, 
pa rts of Maudheim Ice Shelf B (R obin , (958) should be onl y 250 m . thick while the grea ter 
pa rt of the R oss Ice Shelf is 350 m. thi ck (Crary, (959) . It a p pears from the above tha t differ
ences in tempera ture and accumula tion (note tha t th is has to include bottom freezing o r 
melting) a re unlikely to accou n t for a ll of this di ffe rence, especially since their e ffects in this 
case are probabl y in opposite d irections. N 0\ .... , inspection of W eertman 's paper sugges ts 
a nother factor which might well be included in R obin 's " horizonta l forces". In addition to 
equation ( 10) above, Weertma n deri ved an equa tion for the creep rate, K" of a n ice shell" 
free to expa nd a long the vert ical and both hori zonta l axes. K, = I · I K. Now !C, equals no t 
a/ H, but a/2H , (cr. Nye's ( 1959) two- and three-dimensiona l ice sheets). Solving both 01" 
W eertman's equat ions (for hom ogeneous, isoth ermal shelves ) it is found tha t H, equals onl y 
0·86 l!. H , probahly a pplies to the outer pa rt o f the Maudhe im shelf, but f-{ to the R oss Ice 
Shelf, constrained between R oss a nd Roosevelt I sla nds. Indeed : since the Ross I ce Shelf is no t 
merely channeled but ac tua ll y squeezed between these isla nds, the ra ti o of 1/, to /-I may be 
even less. 

4. The effect ill the I·Vurm Glaciation 
(a) At the edge of the ice sheet 
It a ppears then that during the WUrm Glacia tion the ,!!;roundin~ line in Alltan:ti ca was 
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[50 m. lower tha n it is today, chiefly because of the eustatic effect. As a result, the main 
grounded ice sheet advanced by a distance which depended on the angle of the sea floor. From 
Law ( I g61 ) and assuming that the sea is 200 m. deep a t the present ice edge, this angle 
averages, very roughly, o' 1°. This would have produced an average advance of go km. 
These values are used in Figure 4. Now, it appears from Figure 4 that, because of the profile 
of an ice sheet, such a sheet need advance onl y a very small distance before its old margin is 
covered with a very great thickness of ice. Thus, the above-mentioned advance of go km. 
may seem small (only 4 per cent of the present radius of the ice sheet), but it would have been 
enough to thicken the present ice margin by 1,230 m. This is more than enough to account , 
for example, for the frequentl y-quoted previolls glaciation of Gaussberg (373 m. high). 
In some cases, as was seen on page 186, a flatter sea floor , such as that beneath the R oss Ice 
Shelf, would have produced an advance of as much as 500 km. This in its turn would have 
produced an increase in ice thickness (subject to limitations discussed later in this section) 
of roughly 3,000 m. Clearly the history of each part of the Antarctic periphery needs to be 
considered in the light of its own submarine topography. 

(b) All isostatic restraillt 
The hypothetical adv . .mces discussed above might have been reduced considerably by 

isostatic effects. Consider a poin t at the ice margin where , by a combination of a ISO m. 
sea- level drop and the sea-floor angle, an advance of 13 ' 5 km. took place. From equation 
(5) the additional thickness of the ice sheet a t its old margin would be 545 m., which, if iso
static compensation were locally perfect, would depress the rock beneath by 545 m. multiplied 
by the density of ice and divided by the density of the m an tle ; that is by ISO m. ; which would 
completely counteract the effect of the eustatic drop. In practice such perfect compensation 
is not realized, for a number of reasons. First, since the compensation is spread over a wide 
area, the average additional thickness rather than that at one point should be considered. 
Secondly, compensa tion is rarely complete, because the shear strength of the crust is considera
ah le. Indeed, at first sight it seems unlikely that a disturbance only 90 km. across should have 
a ny isostatic effect at all. However, since the other dimension of this disturbance is essentially 
15,000 km. (the circumference of the continent) a limited adjustment might be expected. 
Thirdly, there is a time lag between load ing and compensation, although this should be small 
compared with the period icity of the fluctuations. 

At present, aJter the Wi.irm Glaciation, it is possible to study this isostatic restraint in the 
reverse direction only: as the rebound of the land reduces the relative post-glacial rise of sea
level. Evidence for the rebound is provided by the raised beaches reported from every coastal 
location in Antarctica, and possibly by the coasta l gravity deficiency reported by Ushakov 
and Lazarev (1959). Evidence for its limited amplitude is provided by the fact that the 
maximum elevation of these beaches is everywhere measured in tens of meters rather than in 
hundreds, as in Europe and North America. 

(c) 1'1 t the cellter vJ the ice sheet 
It will be l1l)ticed on Figure 4 that the increase in ice thickness produced by an advance 

becomes much less as one goes inland. This is a point which has been overlooked by several 
authors wh0, for example, have taken the evidence that the ice in Victoria Land was once 
1,200 m. thicker to mean that the ice over the whole continent was that much thicker. This 
has led them to overestimate the volume of additional ice involved in glacial maxima. It 
appears from this section and [i'om Sections III and IV that, once it was established there, the 
ice in central Antarctica did not fluctuate in thickness by any appreciable amount at all. A 
confirmation of this argument is provided by the preliminary gravity results from Antarctica: 
approximate isostatic equilibrium has been reported for both West Antarctica (Bentley and 
others, 1960) and East Antarctica (Sorokhtin and others, (960) . In view of what is now known 
of the structure of Antarctica, the negative Bouguer anomaly reported along the route of the 
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Commonwealth Trans-Antarctic Expedition (Pratt, 1959) is perhaps best interpreted as a 
normal continental rather than isostatic effect. 

5. The '[!feet bifore the Wurm Glaciation 

It follows from this section that our theoretical knowledge of the glacial fluctuations of 
Antarctica depends on our knowledge of eustatic fluctuations. This is controversial even for the 
Wilrm Glaciation, and for the time before that our knowledge is very sparse indeed. However, 
it is likely that the Wilrm low was the lowest in a series of oscillations, in which the highest 
level, according to Fairbridge (1961 ) , may have been 100 m. above present sea-level. Now, 
just as low sea-levels produced expansions of the ice sheet, higher sea-levels must have pro
duced contractions of it. The magnitude of these contractions can be calculated in the same 
way as that of the expansions. It follows from the argument on page 185 that these contractions 
may have been important , especiall y in the area of the Ross Ice Shelf and West Antarctica. 

6 . Ap,hiicatiolls of this secti01l to particular problems of glacial geology 

(a) The coastal "oases" 
I t follows from this section that the ice margin in an " oasis" may be determined not so 

much by climatic factors as by the need for the margin to be in mechanical equil ibrium with 
surrounding glaciers whose limit is determined by sea- level. This point is illustrated below b y a 
simplified treatment of some aspects of the glacial geology of the Windmill Islands, of which a 
map and general description have been published by Hollin and Cameron (1961 ). (Climatic 
factors were not completely unimportant in the glacial history of the Windmill Islands; the 
author hopes to discuss their effects in a future paper ; but they were almost certa inly over
shadowed by the sea-level effect. ) 
(i) The Windmill Islands and-peninsulas are currently ice-free chiefly because they are rela
tively high, so that the ice sheet inland from them drains more easily via the lower areas to th e 
south-west and north-east , where its limit is determined by sea-level. To the north of the Wind
mill Islands the sea is extremely shallow (the Petersen Bank) and when the sea-level was 
lowered during the Wilrm Glaciation the ice sheet probably advanced across this bank for 
several tens of kilome ters (p. 186) . From equation (5 ) the ice must have been of the order of 
1,000 m. thick in the neighborhood of the present Balaena Islands: a height it could not have 
maintained without covering the Windmill Islands to the south . 
(ii ) Conversely, at the end of the Wilrm Glaciation the deglaciation of the Windmill I slands 
was probably governed not so much by the climatic improvement as by the post-glacial rise 
of sea-level. Probably this rise began about 18,000 yr. B.P. and probably the retreat of the 
Antarctic Ice Sheet began at about the same time. From Fairbridge ( 196 1), the main rise was 
not completed, however, until about 6,000 yr. B.P ., which, ignoring various time lags, must 
have been the date at which the ice sheet assumed the general configuration it has today. 
Subsequent modifications to this were provided by the "ablating down" process (see p. 175) 
and by isostatic rebound. 
(iii ) It follows from the above that if the deglaciation process was sti ll continuing as recently 
as 6,000 yr. B.P., then shells, whalebone, etc. from the subsequent raised beaches will tend to 
be younger than those from Northern Hemisphere beaches, whose emergence was governed 
more directly by climatic factors. J n fact, all the Antarctic radiocarbon dates known to the 
author do post-date 6,000 yr. B.P. Clearly these low ages should not be mistaken for evidence 
(see p. 186 and 193) that the deglaciation of Antarctica has been produced by an accumulation 
decrease following the Climatic Optimum. If the search areas are chosen carefully, it should 
be possible to find in Antarctica post-glacial material as old as any in the Northern Hemisphere. 
Promising areas would be bird rookeries on high nunataks, where a useful dating material 
might be the thick, durable layers of oily "bird-spittle". (The author is grateful to A. Heine 
of the New Zealand Geological Survey for drawing his attention to this material.) 
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(iv) Frequently, in the Windmill Islands a nd elsewhere (Hollin a nd Cameron, 1961 ), current 
ice cliffs a but against islands and peninsulas possessing undisturbed sequences of raised 
beaches. This argues strongly for, although it does not prove, a current advance of the ice . 
O rigina lly this advance was t hought b y the author to be a m ass budgeta r y phenomenon , 
possibly re la ted to the Little I ce Age of the Northern H emisphere but with a lag due to the 
size of Anta rctica. Now, h owever, it seem s m ore likely tha t the advance is a seconda ry e ffect 
of the isos ta tic reboun d tha t prod uced the raised beaches; the rebound had the effect of 
relatively lowering sea-level; the budgetary a nd mechanical limit of the sea was removed; and 
the ice sheet moved forward a little. 

(b) The Ross Sea area 
It was seen on page 187 tha t a fa ll in sea-level of 150 m. would ground the eastern half of the 

R oss Ice Shelf. Such a ground ing would elimina te the a b la tion by bottom melting which prob
ably occurs there, a nd a colder and sha llower R oss Sea to the north would probably bOe 
capa ble of less calving ac tion .a t the shelf edge. On budgeta ry gro unds, therefore, there is a 
strong possibili ty tha t the sh elf would ad va nce northwa rds towa rds the edge of the cont inenta l 
shelf (roughly a line between Capes Ada re a nd Colbeck) . As it advanced it would ground on 
the la rge a nd numerous b a nks, wi th a depth of less tha n 200 fa thoms (366 m. ) , on the Ross Sea 
Aoor (see U.S. Navy Hydrogra phic Office C hart No. 6636) . Where it grounded one would 
expect to find " ice hills" (Robi n, 1958) , simila r to the presen t R oosevclt Island , with rough ly 
para bolic profi les. Possibly, the hori zonta l forces a t these ice hills would be sufficient (as in 
W est Anta rcti ca ; see p . 185) to ground the shelf even where the wa ter is rela tively deep . On 
this question one can refer to the para llel case of the Filchner I ce Shelf: a large area of tha t 
shelf ma nages to Aoat inland from Berkn er Isla nd , but it is over 600 m . thick, which means tha t 
it would be well grounded if it were in a R oss Sea 150 m . lower than tod ay. In theory , i t 
appears tha t a genera l g rounding or the R oss I ce Shelf coul d have taken place, par ti cul a rl y a t 
the beginning of the Anta rcti c glacia tion a nd during the Wurm ; in practice, however, the 
isos ta ti c res tra int co uld have restricted thi s g ro und ing to the ba nks. The histo ry of the R oss Sea 
ma y be con ta ined in its secl iments and recen t investigations o f these have been mad e by Thomas 
( 1960). (Thomas cla ims tha t there has been no ice shelf in M cMurdo Sound for 33,000 yr. ; 
this a utho r feels tha t a more adequa te da ting is needed to justify this conclusion. ) 

Consid er some proba b le effec ts of a grounding of the R oss Tce Shelf. First , the a ppearance 
of the a rea wuuld be diffe ren t ; horizon ta l surfaces would be replaced by convex ones which 
would I·ise steeply to on e, two or three thousand meters. Secondl y, the " dry valleys" orVictoria 
Land would be fill ed no t so much b y the frequently postul a ted " ice floods" from the interio l
to the west (though such m ay have occurred ) as by the intrusion of ice lobes from the grounded 
shelf to the east .* Third ly, a t its greatest d eve lopment a R oss Ice Sheet might deflect from 
Wes t Anta rctica warm, m oist a ir which today reaches it a nd inhibit the ka ta ba tic winds 
which a re responsible fo r the currently grea t a bla tion in the dry va lleys. Finally, with a 
wa rmi ng clima te a nd rising sea-level, one might expect the retreating ice shee t a nd ice she lf 
to leave be hind it relict m asses of ice, some of them stra nded by isostatic rebound. Va rious 
workers ha ve sugges ted tha t the Lad y N ewnes Ice Shelf a nd the Wilsoll Piedmont Glacier 
origina ted as such relicts. 

VI. TH£ EFF ECT O F CHANG ES IN T O P O GRAPH Y 

Th e a hove climatic and sea-level fluctuations, and the response mechanism described by 
Nye ( 1959), provide the g lacia l geologist w ith numerous possible expl a na tions for limited 
g lacia l adva nces and retrea ts in any pa rticul a r area. H owever, it a ppears from Sections ] [r , 
IV and V tha t on the whole the changes produced in this way a re likely to have been sma ll , 
especia lly in the las t few hundred thousand years and in the center of Anta rcti ca . It must be 

* Since this paper was wri tten ac tua l fie ld evidence for slIch intrll sio ll s from thc cast has been reported b y 
N ichols ( 1961 [b] ). 
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remembered, therefore, that empty cirques, striae, erratics, etc. can be accounted for by factors 
other than the above. These other factors can be called topographic. First, the growth of the 
ice sheet has effectively changed the topography ; for example, West Antarctic mountains 
which were once in maritime situations and presumably received heavy snowfalls are isolated 
now in the relatively arid center of the ice sheet. Secondly, the changing isostatic compensation 
of the ice sheet has produced topographic effects, such as the depression of the continental 
shelf mentioned on page 187. Thirdly, as Roots ( 1952) and Swithinbank ( 1959) have pointed 
out, reductions in ice level in mountain areas may have been produced merely as a result of 
the progressive glacial erosion of spillways and drainage valleys. Finally, it is possible that 
major changes in the configuration of the rocks of the continent may have occurred while it 
has been glaciated. In particular, the emplacement of the McMurdo Volcanics (Harrington , 
I 58) m ay have involved large changes in the topography of the Ross Sea area and West 
Antarctica. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

I. Summary of results 
We see now that both temperature and sea-level effects keep the fluctuations of the Antarc

tic ice cover in phase with those of the northern ice sheets. * The fluctuations are likely to have 
been small during most of the Pleistocene ; during the most recent Wlirm maximum the ice 
sheet probably advanced by an average of go km.; at times in the early Pleistocene or T ertiary 
the ice sheet m ay have been both larger than in the Wlirm, ifVoronov's hypothesis is correct, 
and smaller than now, if the higher sea-levels referred to on page '90 were important. 

Of more than Antarctic interest are the volume changes involved in these fluctuations. 
The current volume of the grounded Antarctic Ice Sheet is roughly 30 X 106 km.3, assuming 
an area of 13 X J06 km.2 and a mean thickness of 2,300 m. Voronov calculated for "the 
epoch of maximum glaciation" an additional volume of 12 X 106 km. 3 by multiplying the 
circumference of the ice sheet by his equivalent of the area ABC in Figure 4. Since Voronov's 
figure depends in theory on an isostatically higher shelf and in practice on various submarine 
banks actually being end moraines, his figure should be taken as an absolute maximum. For 
the WUrm Glaciation this author suggests the following very approximate values for the change 
in ice volume : 

Thickening due to temperature reduction 
Thinning due to accumulation reduction 

Extension and thickening due to sea-level 

(a ) ABC (Fig. 4) X periphery of 15,000 km. 
(b) Extra for Ross and Weddell Seas 
Total increase in volume: 

< 3' o X 106 km. 3 

< 3' o X J06 km.3 

lowering (assuming no isostatic restraint) 

4' o X J06 km.3 
I • 5 X J06 km. :l 

between 2' 5 and 8· 5 X 106 km. 3 

Ignoring isostatic effects this additional cover would have produced an additional lowering of 
sea-level of between 6 a nd 2 I m. The author feels tha t the lower value is the more realistic of 
the two. 

2. The need for more data 
The results above are based on the most straightforward interpretation of the currently 

available field data. Since these data are so scanty it is not very difficult to fit them into other 
interpretations. For example, it was decided chiefly on theoretical grounds that Antarctic 

• It should be noted that th is sentence is not an endorsement of Harrington and Speden's ( [960) tentative 
correlation of Beacon Valley and New Zealand moraines. On this matter the author's position remains that 
expressed in subsequent correspondence in the Journal qf Glaciology. On the basis of this paper the predominant 
factor in the R ecent history of Beacon Valley is likely to have been the sea-leve l rise between [8,000 and 6,000 yr. 
ago. 
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glacial maxima are in phase with northern ones. It was seen in Section IV that this simple 
picture might conceal contemporary or short-term cyclic fluctuations. However, it is also 
possible to argue for "out-of-phase" fluctuations. In such an argument the ice sheet would 
be growing towards, or be already at, a maximum produced by an accumulation increase 
consequen t on the deglaciation of the Northern Hemisphere. Striae and erratics would date 
from earlier maxima, and raised beaches would represent an upward bulge peripheral to 
a sinking of central Antarctica. The weaknesses of this interpretation will be clear to anyone 
who tries to fit into it a ll the field and theoretical data assembled in this paper, but the 
possibility of it should be borne in mind by field workers, who should be a lert for means of 
proving or disproving it. 

3. The problem of causes 

It appears from the above that the fluctuations of the Antarctic ice cover are essentially 
dependent on those of the northern ice sheets . However, this proves nothing about the 
causes of glaciation or glacial fluctuations, which may be either world-wide or localized. More
over, because A ntarctic fluctuations are dependent on northern ones, the con tinent is a rather 
unsuitable area for the investigation of causes. Suppose, for example, that Milankovitch 
is correct and Antarctica is affected by radiation fluctuations out of phase with those in the 
Northern Hemisphere ; their effect is likely to be lost in the larger eustatic a nd temperature 
effects dependent on Northern Hemisphere changes. In view of the limitations of Antarctica 
in this connection, it may be pointed out that an assessment of the solar role in glaciation may 
be obtained more efficiently by comparisons of recent stratigraphy on the Earth and on the 
planet Mars. Obviously, in view of current plans, some of c ur thinking should be directed 
toward such comparisons. 
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